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A Guide to Help You
Discharge Emotion
and Generate Solutions
with Your Clients

i d e a s Counselling Process
When it Comes to Money, People can
get Emotional
You have no doubt encountered clients expressing
anger, aggression, despondency, depression
or recklessness—emotional states that prevent
rational thinking and make conversations
very difficult.

How does i.d.e.a.s. Work?
The five steps help you to:
(a) diagnose a client’s state
(b) discharge the negative emotion
(c) propose customized solutions

When these emotions dominate a conversation
you need to discharge the client’s emotion before
you can move them to rational thinking and
healthy decisions.
You can do this with a sound technique rooted
in psychological theory and counselling practice:
the i.d.e.a.s. process. Use this with your clients
to turn emotional conversations into productive
client interactions.
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i d e a s
INQUIRE how they are doing
Ask Questions that Unearth the Emotion
Find out what your client is feeling.

EXAMPLE

Don’t start with “How are you?”
as many clients will simply say “Fine” out of habit.

Indirect: “How was
your trip south this
year? Did you go for
the full three weeks?”

Do ask specific questions to encourage your clients
to give you more information.

Resist the Temptation to Make it Better
At this stage, you are gathering information, not offering solutions. We
may naturally have an urge to jump in to console and fix the situation.
But you can’t fix anything until emotions have been discharged and
your client is ready to start thinking more clearly.

Direct: “Have
you looked at your
statement and
would you like to
talk about it?”

Use Verbal Encouragers to Dig Deeper
Insert verbal encouragers such as “Tell me more,” “Keep going,” or
“Please continue” to get clients to add more information.
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i d e a s
DESCRIBE what you heard them say
EXAMPLE

Tell the Client What You Hear
The first thing your clients say is probably not the whole story. Clients
may try to conceal their emotions by avoiding them, talking around
them or even attributing them to someone else.
Describe what you hear clients say to help them sort through their own
emotions, correct any mistakes or even refine what they mean.
Pause periodically, and paraphrase, so you don’t simply sound like an
echo. If necessary, advance the thought to clarify it.

Do Not Judge or Interpret
Only describe what you’ve heard. Do not interpret or judge whether it’s
right or wrong (this may be hard at first because it can go against your
initial instinct).
Just try to understand what your clients are feeling and encourage them
to express their feelings. Show them that you understand them.
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Client: “My friend who
works at a bank says I
should be upset with
how that international
fund has performed”
Advisor: “So your
friend thinks the fund
hasn’t performed
well, and that makes
you upset?”
The client is using the
friend as an authority
to give credibility to
their own feelings about
a fund’s performance.
You want the client
to own the feeling so
you can discharge
it. You don’t want to
talk about the friend’s
opinion, because that
keeps the conversation
about the friend
and not about your
client’s emotion.

i d e a s
EMPATHIZE with their feelings
Acknowledge the Feelings
Emotions linger until you actively discharge them. Empathy
acknowledges what your client is feeling, and people often respond
positively simply when they feel that the other person understands what
they are going through.

Effective Empathy Techniques

EXAMPLE
Advisor: “I can see
that you’re really
upset. And, yes, it’s
maddening.”

 Express understanding of the emotion(s) your client has described
 Mirror your client’s tone and body language
 Avoid sharing your own experiences
 Resist the urge to make it better
At this stage, clients are not ready for solutions. They want to know
that you hear them. Help your client realize that their feelings are
understandable and acceptable. This will show your client that you
respect their perspective and feelings.
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i d e a s
ADD another perspective
Time to Speak Up

Choose a Path: Educate or Reframe

If you have followed the first three steps, you
have most likely discharged the client’s emotion,
and built a foundation of trust. Now you are in a
position to present other perspectives—using a
two-step approach.

You can add another perspective in one of two ways:



Educate (overt) ~
Provide direct and to-the-point information.
Choose this approach with clients who are
open and curious, as they tend to respond best
to education about their emotional responses.

The First Step to Resolution
Your client should be in a better state to engage
the thinking parts of their brains. They have
become more rational, logical and open to
different points of view.

EXAMPLE ~ Educate
Advisor: “In case you’re curious about this
type of thing, research shows that stress
and emotions can cause people to make
mistakes with money that they might not
make with other important decisions.”

Add a new perspective and bring your clients away
from their original positions and emotions to new
points of view that they can assess logically.

Signs the Client is Ready to Listen
To identify whether your client is ready for a new
perspective, assess whether the client:
 Has a calmer demeanor
 Appears to be listening
 Asks you questions
 Stops repeating their issue or concern



Reframe (covert) ~
Verbally describe another perspective.
This technique is appropriate for most clients,
particularly when they are emotional or are
poor listeners. If you do it correctly, the client
will develop a new understanding of their
situation, and they will often feel relieved.

 Looks for a response from you
You may have some false starts here. If a client
goes back to repeating the issue again and stops
listening, circle back to the empathizing stage again.
After a client goes around a number of times, it’s
perfectly fine to mention that you have been over
the issue now several times and perhaps it’s time
to look at it a different way.
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EXAMPLE ~ Reframe
Client: “Look, you’ve had my money in
this fund for ‘the long term’ and we still
haven’t gotten anywhere.”
Advisor: “It is natural to set limits on ‘the
long term’ and to be frustrated if these goals
aren’t met. But for most investors, ‘the long
term’ really means until you need the money
in retirement—that’s the end goal. So let’s talk
about how we’ll make sure we meet that goal.”

i d e a s
SUGGEST solutions
EXAMPLE

Finally! Find a Solution
If you followed the first four steps, your clients should have discharged
most of their emotions and be thinking more clearly. Now they can
move on to a rational conversation.
Move at the speed of the individual client, using your experience
with each client to push and nudge without rushing. If you have not
discharged the emotions, they will linger and it will be impossible to
move towards solutions.

Advisor: “I’m
recommending that
we rebalance your
portfolio to reflect
your concerns—
keeping in mind that
we are still aiming
on your original
goals. That will
require some growth.”

Now you are free to discuss recommendations for the client’s
financial situation.

PHD Website
Visit www.brandes.com/PHD
for a step-by-step guide to diagnose your clients concerns and prescribe the right solution.
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

TOOLS
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ANALYZE
FURTHER

FOLLOW UP

Discover tools meant to
help your clients make
healthy decisions
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The i.d.e.a.s.
process is founded
on research by
MarketPsych LLC
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